Council VP Urges Brophy To Forfeit Vote on Lists

By RALPH DANNEISER

Dean Daniel F. Brophy (Student Life) has been urged to disqualify himself from voting on the question of membership lists for the Physical Faculty Committee on Student Activities (GFCSA). The matter was brought up at tomorrow's Student Council meeting.

He explained that he had actually expected Dean Brophy to want his vote last week.

At that time, with Brophy casting his vote, the Committee decided to remove the then-existing safeguards on the lists use, previously political and religious clubs had been permitted to submit their lists in sealed envelopes, which were to be kept in a locked strongbox under the jurisdiction of a special student-faculty committee.

Under the present set-up, both membership cards and any letters of resignation from organizations are included in the students' permanent record folder.

Drive To Send Coach Lucia To Olympic Games Collapses

The fund-raising campaign to send fencing coach Edward F. Lucia to attend the Olympic Games in Melbourne, Australia, has failed. The decision to end the fund drive was made when it became apparent that the $2,000 goal would not be reached before the deadline for making the necessary travel and living arrangements.

Approximately $500 had been collected in the drive. Funds received from sources outside of the school will be returned to the donors.

The money collected on the campaign will be donated to the St. Lucia Fund, which pays the medical expenses of CCNY athletes who are injured while competing for the College.

Lucia was selected by the Olympic Fencing Committee to serve as alternate coach to the United States team, list to be part of the official squad. At the Games, he is expected to continue limiting the number of non-playing members that may accompany the team.

Upon hearing of the decision, Lucia said: "I would like to thank those who supported me. They are doing a great deal for the CCNY athletes. I am extremely grateful."
Alumni Association Conducts Survey On Post-Graduate Activities of Grads

The accomplishments of a Jonas Salk or a Bernard Baruch are familiar, but what are the achievements and activities of CCNY's alumni? The Alumni Association is conducting a survey of the activities of 30,000 alumni.

In an attempt to determine this, the Alumni Association is conducting a survey of the activities of 30,000 alumni. The survey is being conducted by mail in the form of a two-page questionnaire which is enclosed with the survey. The emphasis of the survey, according to the Association's Secretary, Seymour Weinman, is not on how much money the alumnus has earned, but on what he has done in terms of community service since he received a free education at CCNY.

The research on alumni achievement was initiated during the summer. Up to now, 5,000 sets of the 31 question inquiry have been sent out and 2,500 have been returned. Approximately thirty-five types of questions will be compiled on each alumnus when the survey is completed. Once all the replies are received, by December the Alumni Association hopes to compile the survey. The survey, which will cost between $2,500-$3,000, is under the supervision of Professor Lawrence Podell (Sociology). The idea for the survey grew out of a motion made during the Homecoming Day address at the College last May. Mr. Podell pointed out that only a handful in each high school is aware of the City College program. "Many of us," he said, "keep that feeling of excitement going on. This is an attempt to pique the interest of alumni in the College."

The survey will also help determine the future development of the College's graduate school. "It depends upon what sort of questions alumni ask if they have taken post-graduate education, and if so, would they have taken it at CCNY, if possible."

A second group of queries seeks to determine what kind of service and what honors the alumnus has received, if he has been in the armed forces. "Many of us," Mr. Weinman said, "feel that the information was very important to the students when Senator McCarthy was reviewing the post-graduate activities of the College," Mr. Weinman explained. The complete results of the survey are expected to be ready by December. It will be published in the Homecoming Day newsletter.

The Survey Report is academic and not real. Closer liaison between the Association and the Student Life is also expected to result from the survey. The Association, in turn, will act as a source of speakers for clubs on the campus. It will also supply the Job Placement Bureau with the names of alumni who desire to hire CCNY graduates.

Harvey Wasserman, LF 5:

The survey is a wonderful idea! I'm not paying tuition, and have more facilities than many of the expensive colleges. Imagine ping-pong between classes!

Marilyn Simon, LF 1:

The South Campus is very beautiful. Sometimes I pause a moment and look out the window in Finley, and it seems as if I were in the middle of a country place—not school.

Lenny Liebow, LF 3:

I'm majoring in pool here, and the facilities are excellent. As a result, the only complaint I have with the place is that the lunchroom in the lunchroom is most detrimental to my digestive system.

Gail Bolman, LF 2:

The place is full of loungers who are constantly lounging in the lounging lounges. Doesn't anyone ever attend class?

Linda Bitetto, LF 2:

It's huge and bewildering and very satisfying change from high school. There are so many things are run by students. Nobody orders you around.

Norman Friedman, LF 5:

Although the people are friendly enough, the feeling is not a close one. The classrooms are overcrowded, and as a result the teacher can not know his students and vice versa.

Robert Hill, LF 3:

It's a big and lonely place and I just can't seem to make any friends. Maybe, when House Plan opens this week, things will be better for me.

Fay Silvermetz, LF 1:

"It's a great life. The male students seem to be extremely helpful to the females, and I must say, I enjoy having a "Big Brother" watching me." I just hope that I can keep up with my work.

Robert F. Wagner in his Homecoming Day address stressed the importance of the alumni's role in the development of the College. "We are very pleased to have you here," he said, "and we hope that you will decide to contribute to the College in the future."
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Carmen Jones' Tragic End Gave Coed Cause To Begin

Luck was not in the cards for "Carmen Jones," but she brought good luck to a City College odd last April.

Luck came to the junior, pretty Carol Joy Dawkins, in the "Carmen." With "What can I lose?" air, Carol, who has played the lead in the last three productions of the College's Gilbert and Sullivan Society, went to the auditions.

Her voice impressed the director and she got the part of Miss Higgins, the daughter of the cafe owner. As a result, she was playing Mabel in G & S'S "Pirates of Penzance," in May, while rehearsing for Miss Higgins in "Carmen Jones."

After a two-week stint in the New York production at the City Center, she continued in the part when the production went to Washington D.C. for three weeks.

A new phase in the career of Carol, who describes her voice as lyric coloratura, began last Saturday. She left then on a coast to coast tour with the American Concert Ensemble. As a soloist for the group, she will ring popular and religious songs, folk and classic selections.

—Helpers
The accomplishments of a Jonas Salk or a Bernard Baruch are familiar, but what are the achievements of the great mass of the College's Alumni? The Alumni Association, with the help of the IBM machine. The survey, which is to be published on Homecoming Day in May...

Full Time Help in Snack Bar
Replacing Student Personnel

Three full time employees have been hired to replace several of the student help in the snack bar. This was done, according to Mr. David Newton (Student Life), to facilitate the operations of the snack bar.

The snack bar serves the student body, Mr. Newton said, and it is necessary for efficiency to have help that is not training ground for students.

Although the attempt has been "...to hire many jobs that are desirable for students from 9 AM to 9 PM," Mr. Newton explained that this is not always possible, and that the full time workers are needed if the snack bar is to operate effectively.

A full time snack bar manager has been hired, and two other people, one of whom will work from 9 AM to 9 PM, and the other from 11 AM to 7 PM.

There is still one student worker available at the snack bar. The work for the rest of the students is available in the snack bar.

Mr. Newton added that it would not be feasible to hire students for occasional hours. Full time employees have been hired because it is necessary for efficiency.

It was expected that all full time personnel are employed in the snack bar. It is possible for students from 9 AM to 9 PM, if they choose to work there.

Five students have been hired along with two other people, one of whom will work from 9 AM to 9 PM, and the other from 11 AM to 7 PM. The full time personnel are hired in addition to the student workers. The snack bar is to operate effectively.

Mr. Newton added that it would not be feasible to hire students for occasional hours. Full time employees have been hired because it is necessary for efficiency.

A full time snack bar manager has been hired, and two other people, one of whom will work from 9 AM to 9 PM, and the other from 11 AM to 7 PM. There is still one student worker available at the snack bar. The work for the rest of the students is available in the snack bar.

Mr. Newton added that it would not be feasible to hire students for occasional hours. Full time employees have been hired because it is necessary for efficiency.

A full time snack bar manager has been hired, and two other people, one of whom will work from 9 AM to 9 PM, and the other from 11 AM to 7 PM. There is still one student worker available at the snack bar. The work for the rest of the students is available in the snack bar.

Mr. Newton added that it would not be feasible to hire students for occasional hours. Full time employees have been hired because it is necessary for efficiency.
FINLEY CENTER TO BE SCENE OF REGIONAL NSA CONFERENCE

By Ken Fogg

The Metropolitan New York Region of the United States National Students Association will hold its first regional assembly of the term at City College. The assembly, which is to plan a regional grass, will meet at 1:30 PM Sunday in the Finley Student Center.

The assembly will be divided into four committees, concerned respectively with international affairs, education affairs, student affairs, and student government. The function of the International Committee will be to plan programs concerning academic freedom, desegregation, international student affairs. The Education Affairs Committee will handle the provision of information and services to students in areas including economic, student union, international affairs, and_discount rates.

A promotion, stimulation, and collection of material from the various aspects of student government will be made by the Student Government Committee. The CCNY students hold off the NSA. They are: Robert Heiser, Vice Chairman, John DeMina, Vice President of International Affairs, Louise Shacknow, Corresponding Secretary, and Robert Mayo, Regional Director of SAE at-large.

NSA is a confederation of 28 regional student governments, divided into 28 regions, of which the Metropolitan New York region is largest. Its aims are to maintain academic freedom and student rights, stimulate and support democratic student governments, develop better educational standards, facilities, and teaching methods, improve student cultural and social and physical well-being, and promote international understanding and standing.

All members of the college student body and faculty who are interested in the assembly are invited to attend.

Louise Shacknow
NSA Officer

CARMEN JONES’ TRAGIC END GIVES COED CHANCE TO BEGIN

Luck was not in the cards for “Carmen Jones,” but she brought good luck to a City College coed last April.

Luck came to the junior, pretty Carol Joy Dawkins, in the “Carmen.” With a “What can I lose?” air, Carol, who has played the lead in the last three productions of the College’s Gilbert and Sullivan Society, went to the auditions.

Her voice impressed the director and she got the part of Miss Higgins, the daughter of the cake owner. At as result, she was playing Mabel in G & S’s “Pirates of Penzance,” in May, before rehearsing for Miss Higgins in “Carmen.”

After a two-week stint in the New York production at the City Center, she continued in the part when the production went to Washington D.C. for three weeks. A new phase in her career, Carol, who describes her voice as lyric coloratura, began last Saturday. She left then on a coast to coast tour with the American Concert Ensemble. As a soloist for the group, she will sing popular and religious songs, folk and classics selections.

Carol Joy Dawkins
Carmen, Brings Luck

HAPPY-JOE-LUCKY PRESENTS STICKLERS!

STUCK FOR MONEY? DO A STICKLER!

STICKLERS ARE TOASTED and a mighty soft way to make money! Just write down a simple riddle and a two-word rhyming answer. For example: What’s a ball player who gets a raise? (Answer: richer pitcher.) Note: both words must have the same number of syllables — bleak freak, jolly dolly, viney floozy. Send your Sticklers, with your name, address, college, and class, to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. Don’t do any.| We’ll pay $20 for every 10 Stickler we use in our advertising—and for hundreds that never see print. And remember—you're bound to Stickle better when you’re enjoying a Lucky, because Luckies taste better.

 Luckies Taste Better CLEANCHE, FRESHER, SMOOTHER! D.A. 1910. PRODUCT OF THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY AMERICA’S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES.
Soccermen Rout King’s Point, 6-1, In Metropolitan Conference Opener

By BOB MAYER

The Beaver booters got off to a quick start Saturday in their quest for a fourth straight Metropolitan Conference championship. The soccermen defeated King’s Point, 6-1, in a rugged but one-sided contest at Lewishohn Stadium.

A scattering of about one hundred spectators saw the Beavers tally in every period while extending their unbeaten games. not lost since a 3-1 defeat at the hands of Army in a non-league match on November 13, 1954. Their last conference defeat was a 1-0 loss to Brooklyn College on October 22, 1953. Since then they have won twenty-one league games.

Novak Masanovic, defenseman turned center forward, and co-captain Wolf Wostl, inside left, paced the Lavender attack Saturday with two goals apiece. Sophomore Billy Sund and Eric Bienstock each scored one.

The Beavers started even faster than had been anticipated, scoring their first goal of the 56 season just thirty-five seconds after the opening whistle. After several erratic passes, Masanovic gained control of the ball near midfield, sprinted toward the goalmouth, and booted it past the helpless goalie before the Mariner defense had a chance to set.

The game settled down after that abrupt start however, and the remainder of the first quarter and most of the second was played near midfield. Lavender goalie Charlie Thorne did not make the first of his nine saves until midway in the second quarter.

Exhibiting a flair for the dramatic, Masanovic scored his second goal with only fifteen seconds remaining in the half. He took a pass from Sund and booted the ball on a line into the upper right corner of the net, giving the Lavender a 2-0 lead at half-time.

The two City co-captains collaborated for the Beavers’ third goal at 4:12 of the third quarter. Robert LeMestre bolstered the ball from midfield deep into Mariner territory, where Wostl got control and slammed it past goalie Tom Edwards.

Wostl Tallys

Wostl tallied again at 8:30 of the same period, when he deflected Fred Bonnet’s corner kick with his head. Goalie Edwards leaped high in the air, but the ball glanced off his fingertips and caromed into the net.

Sund gave the Mariner goalie one, and dove headlong to stop it in cleanly for the lone King’s Point score.

The final tally of the game came at 19:30, when Eric Bienstock filtered through the porous Mariner defense and scored unassisted.

Coach Harry Karlin naturally was pleased with the outcome, and expects the team to get better as the season progresses. “You’ve got to remember that many of the boys are playing unfamiliar positions,” he said, “and they’re bound to improve with experience.”

The coach refused to single out any individuals for praise, but appeared particularly satisfied with the way defensemen Masanovic has been playing in the center forward slot.

The coach refused to single out any individuals for praise, but appeared particularly satisfied with the way defensemen Masanovic has been playing in the center forward slot.

Safes . . .

The College has been awarded its second consecutive safety award by the City of New York. The award, given under the Mayor’s Accident Control Program, was awarded to the Department of Buildings and Grounds for attaining a forty-three percent reduction in accidents over the last three years.

Have a REAL CIGARETTE... have a Camel!

Murphy Gold

civil engineer on Cons. Turnpike, says:

“I want a real cigarette — one I can taste. That’s why I’m a Camel smoker, and have been ever since college.”

You’ll find Camels taste richer, fuller, more deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend of quality tobaccos brings you smooth smoking. You’re sure to enjoy Camels, the most popular cigarette today. They’ve really got it!